Language of the Wall 2014

Street to Workshop! Graffiti / Street Art
03 September - 26 September 2014

Kick-starting the autumn season, Pera Learning organized the Street to Workshop! Graffiti / Street Art program that offered a wide variety of workshops for ages 15+. Taking place from 3 – 26 September 2014, participants toured the exhibition and then had the opportunity to explore the street art culture through a variety of different activities.

Pera Young
15+

Make Your Mark: Stencil
In this workshop participants had the opportunity to explore one of street art’s most commonly used methods – stencils. After preparing their own stencil patterns participants then used different paints to create their own stencils.

Street Style: T-Shirts & Bags
In this workshop participants designed their own t-shirt or bag using street art methods. From creating their own stencils and applying them to using fabric pens to draw their own graffiti, each participant created their own unique street art inspired textile.

Cardboard Architecture
Inspired by the works of the German street artist Evol, participants transformed empty boxes into public housing blocks using stencils they created and painted.

Stick it! Designing Stickers
One of the quickest ways to leave your mark on the streets is using stickers. In this workshop participants created their own street art inspired stickers.

Abstract Experiments
Inspired by American street artist KR’s abstract work, participants melted wax crayons to create their own works.

Design with Tutki!
27 September - 28 September 2014

Pera Kids
Age 7-14

Pera Learning organized Street to Workshop! Graffiti / Street Art a program that offered a wide variety of workshops. Participants toured the exhibition and then had the opportunity to explore the culture of street art through a variety of different activities.

Participants in the Design with Tutki! workshop designed an object of jewelry by weaving colorful recycled newspapers. Tutki is a Polish organization that aims to raise the public awareness of environmentally friendly products, recycling, working conditions, and production sites. This workshop took place under the guidance of Tutki instructors.